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Abstract: This paper presents a reliable and accurate positioning method,

which provides location estimates for the mobile user in a wireless

network where IEEE802.11/WiFi, IEEE802.16/WiMAX, 3GPP LTE and

Bluetooth wireless technologies are deployed. The developed data fusion

algorithm utilises measurements and features such as Time of Arrival

(TOA) and multiple input, multiple output (MIMO) antennas and wireless

links between mobile users in order to enhance the positioning accuracy.

Therefore, in the proposed concept of mobile user positioning is proposed

and it is applied to hybrid wireless network environment. Results satisfy

the FCC requirements for the network and mobile-centric positioning

solution.

1. Introduction

The basic task of wireless-based communication technologies is to enable the

mechanism of data transmission among users (terminals) of the network. As wireless

technologies improve with time, it is possible for the transmitted signal to be used by

wireless systems not only for data exchange but also for the purpose of location and

positioning services. One of the most active research fields, considered to have very high

potential, is based on services and applications that allow users to determine their current

position. These services can be used as tracking, emergency, monitoring, security and

intelligent transportation system applications, etc. Although such services already exist,

there is still a lot to be done in order to fully fulfill the user’s expectations. The need for

such application is dictated by the necessity to located people (objects) within certain

environment and definite the time frame. It can be part of services of manufacturing,

special emergency services, healthcare, etc. As a result a lot of research is oriented

towards resolving viable applications and services.
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